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What are RRIDs?

Governance:  Currently funded by NIH GM, 
NIDDK, & OD, CZI, non-profit status has been 
applied for.

Standards: RRIDs are part of the following:
NISO JATs, ARRIVE, MDAR, STAR Methods, 
NIH guidelines for Rigor and Transparency.

Who are the users: >1500 Publishers/journals, 
research resource companies (producing e.g. 
antibody, mouse and cell lines)

How much impact have RRIDs had: >650K 
RRIDs in >60K papers are in the literature;  

(Company Name)   (Catalog number),   (RRID Identifier from authority)

RRIDs staff work with companies, cores, and stock centers to 
improve the recognition of key resources in the literature



Each RRID has a dedicated webpage

Basic metadata:
Paper about 
other IDs 
old/alt URLs
Grant #’s

Relationships to 
other resources

Citations of 
resource

Ratings 
and alerts

RRIDs for 
Cores come 
from ABRF 

Core 
Marketplace; 
Instruments 
were seeded 

by UsedIT



RRID mentions are found by curators or are text mined

Papers citing resource can be downloaded 
& the snippet of information around mention is 
available, can be voted on!



RRIDs teaming up with Core Marketplace for 
cores and instruments!

ABRF is the community hub for 
biomedical core facilities, and the Core 
Marketplace is where cores can be 
registered to advertise their services. 
RRIDs reflect Core Marketplace entries 
ensuring that both databases have 
accurate and up-to-date data
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Relationships to 
other resources



How can we get authors to use RRIDs 
to cite cores or instruments?



http://rrid.site

Author searches for 
a resource

Author copies 
”Cite This” text 
into manuscript

Paper is 
published

RRID Author’s Workflow: how RRIDs get into the literature
Journal directs author 

to RRID portal

Paper 
becomes 

data

RRID portal includes:
Antibodies 2.5M

Organisms 500K (~25 centers)
Cell lines 100K

Plasmids (Addgene)
Core facilities etc 24K

http://scicrunch.org/resources


...This protocol used the services 
of the Network for Pancreatic 
Organ Donors with Diabetes 
(RRID:SCR_014641)...

Dear Sally,
Blah blah blah
Sincerely,
---------
Using our core facility? Please cite Network 
for Pancreatic Organ Donors with Diabetes 
(RRID:SCR_014641) in your manuscript.

Cores make Citation easy!





RRIDs are reflected on 
resource websites and 

catalogs



do these tricks work?



When authors comply:



How many RRID citations do we get for cores?

Established cores may draw a smaller benefit than 
newer cores, but the grant citations come largely 

from the core staff as part of progress reports!

UNC Microscopy Core Facility UCSC Microscopy Core Facility



Percentage of references per category when MMRRC mice were used 

Nickname of the mouse 
provided, RRID not found

Name of the mouse 
provided, RRID found 

Catalog number provided 
RRID found

RRID provided 

n > 1400 papers



citation practices shift for each community after RRID implementation

Center name used

Nickname of the resource 
provided, RRID not found

Name of the mouse 
provided, RRID found 

Catalog number provided 
RRID found

RRID provided 

NXR frogs    

AGSC ambystoma



Can we ask the publishers to pitch in?



Can we automate adding RRIDs to manuscripts before they are 
published?

Yes!!! 
Via the automated reviewer

SciScore, now in use at ~45 
journals pings authors with 

relevant RRIDs, cell line 
problems, broken github links, 

clinical trial issues etc.



RRIDs are here to serve your needs
But they are not magic

Like most things they will take work to be effective

But as nih asks…

https://orip.nih.gov/resource-directory/research-resource-identifiers

https://orip.nih.gov/resource-directory/research-resource-identifiers

